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The credibility of quantitative social science benefits from policies that

increase confidence that results reported by one researcher can be verified

by others. Concerns about replicability have increased as the scale and

sophistication of analyses increase the possible dependence of results on

subtle analytic decisions and decrease the extent to which published articles

contain full descriptions of methods. The author argues that sociology

should adopt standards regarding replication that minimize its conceptuali-

zation as an ethical and individualistic matter and advocates for a policy in

which authors use independent online archives to deposit the maximum

possible information for replicating published results at the time of publica-

tion and are explicit about the conditions of availability for any necessary

materials that are not provided. The author responds to several objections

that might be raised to increasing the transparency of quantitative sociology

in this way and offers a candidate replication policy for sociology.
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Computing and programming advances continue to increase dramati-

cally the scale and sophistication of analyses that quantitative social

science conducts. One consequence of this increased complexity is that
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quantitative research articles are often required by space and stylistic con-

straints to paraphrase or omit discussion of many particulars of decisions

about constructing variables, excluding observations, and specifying mod-

els (among other things) that are made in the course of research. This, in

turn, has prompted increased concern about the latitude for published

results to reflect a series of analytic decisions whose implications or even

existence are underdocumented in the article, especially as these decisions

might, for whatever reason, mostly happen to favor the author’s argument

(e.g., Ho et al. forthcoming; Gerber and Malhotra 2006; Peng, Dominici,

and Zeger 2006). Underdocumented analyses also make it harder to follow

the analytic decisions of others in trying to build off and elaborate past

research. In other words, the interests of quantitative social science are best

served by maximizing the transparency of analytic work—the extensiveness

and precision of information available about how published results were

derived from data—but the increasing complexity of analytic work makes

printed journal space ever more inadequate for providing such detail.

Fortunately, however, the Internet provides quantitative social scien-

tists with enormous opportunity to increase the transparency and thereby

the credibility of their results. The Internet makes it possible for any

materials that a researcher might have earlier characterized as ‘‘available

by request’’ to be instead provided online at the time of publication. Many

journals now allow online supplements in which authors can provide addi-

tional tables and other information beyond what appears in published arti-

cles, and authors can also refer readers to information available on their

own Web sites. (Indeed, one might wonder why journals that offer online

supplemental materials still permit ‘‘available by request’’ to be used for

anything that could be provided online.) Yet offering opportunities for

individuals to have more discretion in elaborating analytic details is not

the same as maximizing the transparency of quantitative social science as

a collective enterprise. The Internet provides social science the opportu-

nity toward much greater realization of the standard by which the com-

bined material provided in print or online at the time of publication is

sufficient to replicate—by which I mean just the simple verification or

duplication of results using the same data and analytic procedures as the

original researcher—without needing to obtain additional information

about procedures from the researcher (King 1995a).1

Historically, sociology has been near the forefront of social sciences in

advocating for openness and public accountability of professional prac-

tices (Hauser 1987; Felice Levine, personal communication, April 16,

2006). At present, however, economics has done far more than sociology
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to seize the opportunities for transparency in quantitative work provided

by the Internet. Economists’ concerns have been prompted by studies of

the replicability of analyses of samples of economics articles that have

reported alarmingly dismal rates of both author cooperation and ultimate

success (Dewald, Thursby, and Anderson 1986; McCullough and Vinod

2003; McCullough, McGeary, and Harrison 2006; see editorial statement

by Bernanke 2004).2 Official journals of the American Economics Asso-

ciation that publish original empirical research now have an extensive

policy regarding the availability of data and materials. The policy of the

American Economic Review (AER) begins:

It is the policy of the American Economic Review to publish papers only

if the data used in the analysis are clearly and precisely documented and

are readily available to any researcher for purposes of replication. Authors

of accepted papers that contain empirical work, simulations, or experi-

mental work must provide to the Review, prior to publication, the data,

programs, and other details of the computations sufficient to permit repli-

cation. These will be posted on the AER Web site. The Editor should be

notified at the time of submission if the data used in a paper are proprie-

tary or if, for some other reason, the requirements above cannot be met.3

Key points of this policy are that the standard is archiving materials at the

time of publication, the materials encompass both data and the programs

(e.g., batch/syntax/‘‘do’’ files) necessary to replicate published results, and

the policy recognizes and provides for flexibility in cases where data can-

not be publicly shared.

The economics standard treats the disclosure of the maximum informa-

tion that one is able to provide about one’s analyses as a mundane part of

the publication process, akin to the expectation of a full citation for all

references. Indeed, on the AER Web site, the data availability policy is

accessed via a link from the style guide for submissions. By contrast,

sociology continues to treat providing full details for replicating results as

ethical and individual matters. The only standard is that of the American

Sociological Association (ASA) code of ethics, which is just that socio-

logists should ‘‘permit’’ attempts to verify results after their publication:

‘‘Once findings are publicly disseminated, sociologists permit their open

assessment and verification by other responsible researchers with appro-

priate safeguards, where applicable, to protect the anonymity of research

participants’’ (ASA, 13.04[e]).

Conversations suggest wide variation in sociologists’ understanding of

what this statement exactly obligates. (For that matter, conversations
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suggest variation in the extent to which publication in ASA journals

obliges adherence to ASA ethics policies if these are inconsistent with a

researcher’s own inclinations regarding sharing materials.) At its most

demanding, the statement is interpreted as meaning that sociologists

should be willing to cooperate with others seeking to verify their results

by providing basically the same information by request that the economist

is expected to provide as part of publishing the article.4

From the standpoint of collective knowledge production, the social pol-

icy toward replicability adopted by economists has several plain advan-

tages over the individualistic policy of sociology. For less trusting souls,

the obvious difference may be that readers can expect that the economist

has already had to provide information sufficient for replicating results (to

the extent possible) while readers are asked to have faith that the sociolo-

gist would do so if asked. A study of 141 articles in American Psychologi-

cal Association journals—whose stated policy is similar to ASA, except

authors are required to sign a statement agreeing that research accords

with ethics policies (including those regarding verification) prior to

publication—found only 27 percent compliance with repeated requests for

data for verification purposes (Wicherts et al. 2006). The ethical frame

obscures more fundamental differences, however, because sociology’s

policy of individual responsibility presumes also that the sociologist has

conducted quantitative analyses in a fully reproducible manner and that

the sociologist will successfully preserve these materials (through what-

ever relocations and hard drive crashes) so that it can be retrieved poten-

tially years hence. Moreover, the individualistic policy expires when

researchers leave, die, or otherwise disengage from the discipline, while

the social policy seeks to decouple the content of articles from the contin-

gencies of authors’ futures. The social policy treats information about

replication as part of the price of admission to competitive journals, rather

than as an act of individual honor or graciousness following publication.

In addition, the social policy also seeks to encourage egalitarianism in

social science research by minimizing the degree to which status and

social networks affect access to materials necessary to verify, learn from,

and build off of others’ work (see King 2006). The individualistic policy

opens itself up to the possibility—suggested to me by various collea-

gues—that investigators with faculty positions at prestigious institutions

may receive more prompt and complete responses to inquiries about

others’ analyses than graduate students or those at less prestigious institu-

tions. Indeed, the ASA policy invites authors to judge the worthiness of

those who request information pertinent for verifying results by restricting
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obligation only to ‘‘responsible researchers’’ (for an instance in which the

similar policy of the American Psychological Association might be inter-

preted as having obstructed a worthwhile attempt at verifying published

results, see Johnson 2000). Some colleagues report having offered their

names to vouch for the legitimacy of requests by students or others in the

discipline who want more information about published analyses. A social

policy seeks to maximize the extent to which those materials that can be

readily shared with others are shared openly and with all interested parties.

The social policy also increases the extent to which articles that command

scarce journal space are instructive to other researchers by allowing inter-

ested others to see more details of how exemplary work was done.

For all these reasons, as well as some others that will be noted below, a

social attitude toward replication is to be preferred to an individualistic

one, and the Internet provides opportunities for implementation of social

policies that have not been readily available to sociologists before. Move-

ment toward more explicit and social policies would have salutary effects

for both the perceived and actual quality of quantitative work conducted

by sociologists. We can be more confident that published results are right

because we know the social scientific community can check these results

if there are doubts. We might also imagine more care would be taken in

getting results right—in other words, the overall quality of analyses would

improve—because authors would know their work can be checked and

that the analysis files will need to be appropriately organized at the time

of publication. Personal experience and that reported by others (e.g., Stone

1995) suggests the process of documentation can be very valuable in

catching mistakes. In addition, social replication policies make it easier

for future work to be done in ways that more closely follow the preceding

work on which it draws, allowing for more coherent accumulation of

studies and less ambiguity when different studies yield different results

(King 2006).

My argument is not that the policy of economics must be adopted, as

one can certainly argue with particulars of this policy, and, more important,

intermediate progress can and should be made even if more demanding

aspects of the economics policy may be resisted. Experience discussing

these issues with others suggests the substantial collective benefits of

transparency are readily appreciated by sociologists, and resistance to the

general proposal seems centered more on a relatively small number of

recurrently voiced objections. Most of the rest of this article will be

devoted to addressing these objections, and in so doing it will elaborate

what improved replication standards for sociology might look like.
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Before considering these objections, however, let me make my own

position more plain. Those who are rewarded with publication in official

(ASA) sociology journals are already expected to cooperate after publica-

tion with attempts by others to verify their results. My position is that to the

maximum extent possible, quantitative researchers should be asked to pro-

vide everyone (via the Internet) at the time of publication the same informa-

tion they would now provide to anyone afterward in response to a request.

To whatever extent there is information they can make available to indivi-

dual inquiries but cannot (for whatever reason) make publicly available,

researchers should explicitly state this in their submitted articles. Similarly,

to whatever extent researchers are unable or unwilling to provide any out-

side investigator with details sufficient for replicating results, researchers

should be expected to be explicit about this as well. The idea is not that in

raising replication standards quantitative sociology would be somehow

‘‘raising ethical standards,’’ but that it would be using available technology

to minimize the degree to which providing information about analyses

remains an ethical matter. Increased replication standards would be benefi-

cial for the credibility of sociological research not only by increasing confi-

dence that work can be verified, but also by making published work more

available to elaboration and extension by others and by affording the best

opportunity for exemplary work to contribute to teaching other members of

the profession.

Why Not Sociology?

Objection #1: Won’t This Mean More Work for Researchers?

To my knowledge, no methodologist would disagree with the proposi-

tion that good data analytic practice implies the existence of a record of

all procedures required to proceed from a pristine data set to the numbers

presented in the research article submitted for publication.5 This record

can be thought of as the implicit technical appendix to any prospective

publication of quantitative social research. Since the record is already pre-

sumed to exist, making it public should typically require only the few min-

utes needed to send the files to an appropriate online archive.6

By this logic, the main instances in which depositing code implies

more work are precisely those instances in which more work is desirable

anyway, in the sense of ensuring the integrity of the ‘‘chain of evidence’’

(King 2003:100) connecting data and published results. For example,

researchers who use pull-down menus for analyses would need to be sure
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to save the syntax generated by these menus (e.g., by clicking on the

‘‘Paste’’ button in SPSS) for their final publication analyses. Researchers

would also need to be sure to comment code enough so that it can be fol-

lowed by others, which they should already be doing to ensure that they

will be able to reconstruct work themselves in the future.7 Part of this doc-

umentation should include version information on the data and software

used (Altman and King 2006; McCullough et al. 2006). These examples

illustrate the broader point that adopting social policies toward replication

will likely improve individual data analytic practice, by encouraging

researchers to conduct analyses with the anticipation that code will be

available for others to inspect. Attempting to reconstruct such information

in response to a later request, after one has moved on to other projects, is

almost surely more onerous work for the conscientious researcher. Indeed,

accumulated anecdotes about attempts to verify results suggest that inade-

quate record keeping and competing demands of current projects pose lar-

ger barriers to efficient verification of results under individualistic policies

than any unethical spirit among investigators.

Objection #2: Won’t This Mean More Work for Editors?

Economics may have more editorial resources that make it easier for

the discipline to implement policies that imply direct oversight by editors

or their assistants. Fortunately, many of the seeming benefits of a more

social policy can be implemented in ways that are nearly costless for

editors or the ASA. Most important, editors need not be involved in the

actual handling of data or code; instead, authors can be encouraged to

deposit materials in the Interuniversity Consortium for Political and Social

Research (ICPSR) Publications-Related Archive or other independent

archives (e.g., the Murray archives at Harvard University) that accept code

and data at no cost to authors. Independent archives would seem much

preferable to authors posting materials on their own Web sites—even if

they wish to do this as well—as then again the availability of materials is

contingent on the author’s continued engagement with the field (and with

maintaining a Web site). For that matter, having materials handled by pro-

fessional archivists working for permanent archives seems preferable to

assigning the same work to editorial assistants at journals whose editor-

ships change every few years. Journals may regard it desirable to have all

their publications in the same place, but that could be resolved by instruct-

ing authors to use the same third-party archive (correspondence with

ICPSR indicates that they have the capacity to take on such a role).
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Instead of presenting materials to editors, authors can merely be asked to

address plans for code and data availability in their article: ‘‘Materials suffi-

cient for replicating results reported in this article will be [have been] depos-

ited with the ICPSR Publications-Related Archive.’’ King (1995a:448)

proposes that such information could be expected to appear in an article’s

first footnote. Regardless, if guidelines for submission include the expecta-

tion that availability of data and code will be addressed somewhere in the

manuscript, reviewers can evaluate this information in the review process.

Objection #3: There Are Good Reasons for Researchers

Not to Make Data Publicly Available

The many complex issues that surround data sharing have power to

overwhelm and thwart the more general interest in increasing the transpar-

ency of quantitative analyses.8 Especially in sociology, perhaps, research-

ers often are not able to make the data on which their analyses are based

publicly available, either because they do not have the right to distribute

the data or because of confidentiality agreements. Even when researchers

can make data publicly available, they may not wish to do so because they

may not want others to use their data for further analyses, at least as long

as they are planning any subsequent publications of their own from those

data.9 While compelling arguments can be made for why selfish interests

are often well served by a generous policy toward sharing one’s data (e.g.,

an empirical study by Gleditsch, Metelits, and Strand 2003), these argu-

ments do not persuade everyone.

Important to recognize is that no argument against making data avail-

able is a good argument against providing explicit information about

data availability. Researchers could state, ‘‘Data will be shared with

individual investigators for verification purposes only’’ or ‘‘Due to confi-

dentiality restrictions, data cannot be shared with others even for pur-

poses of verification.’’10 Whatever the particular restriction, openness is

preferable to ambiguity, in which readers might be led to believe that

findings are more available for examination or elaboration by other

researchers than they are. We already expect researchers to provide

details about the data on which conclusions are based; information about

the availability of data seems a reasonable addition to these expectations,

especially given the wide variation in availability that exists and the

obvious importance of availability for informed judgments about the ver-

ifiability of conclusions.
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Asking authors to provide at least information about the availability of

their data seems a reasonable minimum request. Beyond this, both the dis-

cipline and the infrastructure of social science archiving could do more to

encourage data sharing. Journal editors could adopt standards, as Demo-

graphy now has, about the permissible length of time that data used in

published articles can be embargoed before being shared with other inves-

tigators. Data archivists could make the logistics of such embargoes easier

by allowing authors to deposit data and code at the time of publication but

not to make it available for download until the agreed-upon date (in the

past, such a suggestion might have implied significant administrative has-

sle for the archive, but now such delays in availability could be automati-

cally managed by software).

Journal editors and reviewers can also do more to urge authors to cite

properly and generously the data that they use. Many researchers—an ear-

lier edition of myself included—are not aware that published data deserves

citation just like published articles, perhaps in part because so many articles

presently use data without citation. The current edition of the American

Sociological Association Style Guide (ASA 1997) contains no information

about how to cite data. (This is not a problem confined to sociology: The

much lengthier and more institutionally lucrative Publication Manual of the

American Psychological Association [American Psychological Association

2001] also contains little guidance regarding data citation.) It is also impor-

tant to note that citation to the proper version or release of a data set can

greatly aid resolution of replication problems, as can citation to the software

package and version used in estimating models.

In some cases, those involved with data collection feel their efforts

have been so extensive that they warrant not just citation but coauthorship

on all articles using the data. Whatever the merits of this argument in par-

ticular cases, current social science norms usually seem to presume public

responsibility for the text presented in an article. Yet it bears noting that

this is just a social construction and could be otherwise if knowledge pro-

duction would be better served. Just as footnotes are sometimes used to

specify equal collaborations of listed authors, such notes could be used to

specify that a listed author’s contribution was exclusively the provision of

data.11 Major health journals already routinely include extremely detailed

listings of authorial roles (for an example, see Banks et al. 2006:2044),

although these journals also include highly detailed definitions of the work

required to be listed as an author. The key point, again, is that the collec-

tive enterprise is helped by more openness and more sharing; therefore,

the institutions of our enterprise should actively encourage openness and
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sharing while ensuring those who make important contributions by col-

lecting their own data are appropriately rewarded.

Regardless, it is false to conclude that depositing code at the time of

publication is only worthwhile if data are also available. As already noted,

requiring researchers to make code available has benefits for improving

the quality of individual data analytic practice, and others might still

inspect code to make judgments about the seeming competence of ana-

lyses of private or otherwise proprietary data. Beyond this, archiving code

at the time of publication may increase credibility by committing that the

code archived is sufficient to replicate findings if/when data are more

broadly available. (Researchers who are not disclosing data may, if possi-

ble, wish to disclose logs of the output of their code to further establish

that the specific results presented in the report can be generated by the

deposited code.) In other words, the standard should be maximum trans-

parency and detail at the time of publication, so conditions that prevent

full disclosure should not be taken as justifying no disclosure.

Objection #4: There Are Good Reasons for Researchers

Not to Make Code Publicly Available

Researchers may have spent considerable time writing the code on

which their analyses are based, and code might include ingenious solu-

tions to data management and programming problems that would stymie

others. Some researchers may then be reluctant to allow others to benefit

from their labor, especially if they are planning further projects using the

same code. If programming skills are relatively scarcer in sociology than

in economics and political science, those with such skills may feel a stron-

ger individual incentive to hoard their code, when the collective interest

would be better served by such code being available as an instructive

exemplar to others. The current policy of sociology can be perceived as

providing incentives that encourage such hoarding, as opposed to encoura-

ging those skilled practitioners rewarded with esteemed journal space to

maximize the extent to which subsequent researchers can learn from and

build off their work.

Indeed, more than one person has suggested to me that their own reac-

tion (or that of hypothetical ‘‘others’’) to a more social replication policy

would be to expend less effort writing code, articulating a surprisingly

adamant aversion to having their work contribute to others’ research

unless accompanied by clear and complete assurance in advance that they

would be credited copiously for any such contribution. Those with such
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sentiments might first reflect on the extent to which their own research has

benefited from freely available research tools developed by others (e.g.,

those provided by Long and Freese 2006 and King et al. 2001, not to men-

tion the entirety of R). Regardless, in forecasting consequences of policy

changes, sociologists typically eschew speculation for data when possible.

Here, policies and other initiatives that have prompted greater openness

among economists and political scientists have not shown any deleterious

consequence for the production of original and code-intensive quantitative

research in these disciplines, but instead both appear in the midst of espe-

cially vibrant eras.12

Of course, anyone using another person’s publicly available code to

advance his or her own projects should cite the original author’s work

accordingly. Editorial guidelines and reviewers can underscore the need

for authors to provide appropriate citation. Beyond this, if researchers are

unwilling to make their code available for others to use (or are willing to

make it available to individual researchers for verification purposes only),

then the proprietary character of the code is at least something about

which researchers can be expected to be explicit. The same kinds of state-

ments suggested above for data can also be provided for code (e.g., ‘‘The

code used in these analyses will made available to individual researchers

for verification purposes only’’).13

If statements about availability are expected as part of a submission,

editors and reviewers can assess it in regarding the work as a contribution

to sociology. Articles accepted to ASA journals are commonly regarded as

contributions not just for what they teach other sociologists about a parti-

cular substantive point, but also for what they teach about ways of con-

ducting good and informative research. A reviewer might regard work that

contributes both novel findings and materials that will help others build on

those findings to contribute more than work that offers findings but not

code. In any event, researchers can at least be expected to discuss the

availability of code sufficient to replicate the results they wish the disci-

pline to expend journal resources to disseminate.

Objection #5: What About Qualitative Research?

Unlike economics, a large and increasing percentage of empirical

research in sociology does not involve code or quantitative results at all.

While one can engage in lengthy discussions about data sharing and

archiving for various kinds of qualitative work, my argument is intended

to pertain only to quantitative research or the quantitative portion of
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substantially ‘‘mixed-method’’ research.14 Qualitative research, generally

speaking, has no analogue of the code that takes a researcher from a pris-

tine data set to the results presented as findings in an article. This is not

to say that qualitative research in sociology does not make ample use of

computers and software tools, but the relationship between the kinds of

results produced by such tools and the findings presented in articles is

typically much different than the direct copying of results from some ana-

lysis (however iteratively derived) to tables and graphs that characterizes

quantitative social research. In other words, generally speaking, recreating

the precise steps used in NVivo does not reproduce qualitative findings in

the same way that precisely recreating steps used in Stata should repro-

duce quantitative findings. Indeed, this difference seems close to the heart

of the distinction between qualitative and quantitative modes of inquiry,

and, of course, the difference implies nothing about the ultimate value of

either kind of research.

It is important to note that quantitative researchers should not be able

to use the fact that qualitative research does not have an analogue of

code—and so qualitative research cannot be expected to engage in disclo-

sure analogous to providing code—as grounds for avoiding maximiz-

ing the transparency that quantitative research allows. Major journals in

sociology already have standards that apply only to quantitative research

(e.g., regrettable dicta involving acceptable levels for reporting the statisti-

cal significance of results), so there is precedent for policy initiatives that

pertain to some but not all of the splendid diversity of empirical research

conducted in the discipline.

That said, even though qualitative research is outside the scope of the

intended policy recommendations made in this article, I do believe the basic

relationship between the transparency of work and its credibility transcends

methodological divisions. In general, the less available work is to verifica-

tion in principle, the less persuasive it will be to skeptical others. One can

decide then to eschew skeptical others in favor of an audience generally

inclined toward agreement, trust, or epistemological tacit collusion, but this

contradicts yearnings many sociologists voice for a stronger public pre-

sence for the discipline. For qualitative work that involves naturalistic

observation and in-depth, open-ended interviews, conversations suggest

such researchers are at least as varied as are quantitative sociologists in

their views of what they are obliged to provide to other investigators inter-

ested in verifying findings. Even though findings derived from qualitative

fieldwork do not have an analogue of code, researchers could strive to make

primary fieldwork available to the extent that confidentiality concerns
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allow, and they could discuss this availability in articles. Archives that

accept qualitative data could use various secure access solutions so that only

users who have signed confidentiality agreements (or followed other proto-

cols of approval) could access the data. Of course, such archiving would

now run afoul of common recommendations of human subjects commit-

tees—which still commonly instruct investigators to destroy their primary

data (i.e., recordings) at the completion of a project—but such recommenda-

tions may be more open to challenge than is recognized, especially if its

negative implications for the scientific goals of the research are emphasized.

In any case, such developments may well be technologically and bureaucra-

tically possible but would still require collective interest and collective

will.15 To whatever extent those engaged in qualitative sociology see open-

ness and accountability as useful attributes for furthering their enterprise, the

institutions of the discipline should encourage these developments to what-

ever extent it can.

Objection #6: Not Enough Interest Exists in Reproducing

Results to Justify Changes in Existing Policy

As I have argued, making maximum information about analyses avail-

able is good science and enhances credibility even if no one does actually

attempt to reproduce the results. Even so, one can readily point to articles

published in prominent sociological forums for which subsequent research-

ers have reported problems or failures in exactly replicating results (e.g.,

Udry 2000; Freese and Powell 2001; Kanazawa 2001; Miller and Stark

2002; Wu and Xie 2003; Jann 2005; Risman, Davis, and Zimmer 2005;

Roth and Kroll 2006). Moreover, while simple reproductions of results

may be rarely conducted because they are difficult to publish, King (2006)

argues that reproducing results provides the useful first step toward exten-

sions that provide an especially productive means for graduate students to

achieve early publications.

Beyond this, it is unfortunate to imagine sociologists positing that even

the articles published in sociology’s most distinguished forums are not

provocative enough that other researchers might wish to examine them

further, whether to verify findings or emulate practice. Implicit in the eco-

nomics policy is that discipline’s presumption that its major articles can

be expected to generate interest by others in verifying results and building

off them in future research. Sociologists who believe in their craft might

likewise desire that the discipline encourage researchers to anticipate

interest by others in the details of their work, rather than regarding such
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interest as something better handled after publication should it happen

to arise.

Conclusion

Quantitative sociology would benefit from adopting policies that treat

providing maximum information for verifying results less as individualis-

tic and ethical matters and more as a routine part of the publication pro-

cess. The likely benefits include increased grounds for confidence in the

credibility of results, increased quality of data analytic practice, increased

possibility for subsequent research to build off existing research, and

increased contribution of published articles to the methodological instruc-

tion of the profession. Accordingly, to the maximum degree possible,

sociologists should make available to everyone at the time of publication

the same information they would later make available to anyone by

request. To whatever extent pertinent information for replicating results

cannot be made publicly available, researchers should be explicit about its

availability. The goals are that published results should ideally not require

postpublication contact with authors in order to be exactly replicated, and

to whatever extent they do—or to whatever extent information that would

permit their verification is not available even by request—this should be

known to readers in advance.

Many sociologists with whom I have discussed my position have been

supportive of the idea but are surprisingly fatalistic about the capacity

of their discipline to change its collective practices. For reasons already

articulated, however, researchers may consider greater transparency of

analyses to be desirable for their own practice even if not implemented

more broadly. In other words, researchers may entertain the value of mak-

ing data and code for their reports available through the Publications-

Related Archive at ICPSR and noting conspicuously in those reports that

they have done this. Such anticipatory attention may improve the quality

of work, enhance the credibility of work to readers, and prevent cumber-

some labor in responding to requests later.

Additionally, sociologists should recognize that they do not need to be

elected ASA officials or journal editors to attempt to influence collective

practice. Reviewers who believe that sociologists should be making code

and data available when possible can include recommendations to this

effect in articles they believe merit space in sociology journals. In one’s

‘‘Comments for the Author,’’ one could include text like the following:
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I think the results of this paper are sufficiently interesting and provoca-

tive that I can imagine others wanting to verify the results or build off

these results in future work. For this reason, I strongly encourage the

author to deposit code and other information relevant to replicating the

results in a permanent online archive at the time of publication and indi-

cate that this has been done in a footnote to the article (e.g., ‘‘Code used

in these analyses is available in the ICPSR Publications-Related

Archive’’).

Likewise, in reviewing grants that involve data collection, one can attend

to plans for data sharing in evaluating the prospective contribution of pro-

jects. In addition, those who advise students can strongly encourage them

to give anticipatory attention to the replicability of results and to make

materials available online (see King 1995a:447 as an example of a depart-

ment introducing standards for depositing materials from dissertation

research).

All this said, obviously better still would be change in the official

expectations for collective practice that are endorsed by the authority of

editorial policy for ASA journals. A short editorial policy that would be

relatively modest in its demands but consistent with the spirit of my argu-

ments would be the following:

Authors of accepted articles of empirical quantitative research are

expected to use online archives to deposit maximum possible informa-

tion pertinent to the verification of presented results at the time of publi-

cation. Ideally, data, code, and other materials would be provided that

would allow others to duplicate the analysis procedures that lead from

original data to presented results without the need for any additional

information about what was done from authors. We recognize this ideal

is often not possible or may conflict with accepted proprietary preroga-

tives of authors. In whatever ways information sufficient for duplicating

results will not be provided, authors are expected to be explicit in the

manuscripts they submit for review about whether and how this informa-

tion can be obtained by other researchers. We ask authors to deposit

whatever materials they can at the time of publication even if that infor-

mation is not sufficient for verifying results (e.g., depositing the code for

analyses even if the data are not distributed).

Increased attention to replication in both economics and political

science shows that other disciplines recognize the inadequacy of indivi-

dualistic policies and the potential provided by the Internet and social

replication policies to do better. A larger movement is afoot, and it will
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continue regardless of whether or when sociology chooses to take part.16

Sociologists have expressed much concern about sociology’s public

profile in recent years, and many feel the discipline’s valuable research

contributions do not receive the outside attention they deserve. If neigh-

boring disciplines are willing to act to make their research practices as

transparent and public as possible, and we who do quantitative sociology

are not, then we will have no one to blame but ourselves if our work has

less visibility and credibility.

Notes

1. I use the term ‘‘replication’’ throughout to refer to using the same data and procedures

with the goal of verifying results. Replication is also used to refer to attempting to see if the

same findings are observed in a fully repeated study (i.e., data collection and analysis). Many

believe that social science would benefit from conducting more replication work of the latter

type. I happen to agree, but the issue is beside the point of this article.

2. The replication attempts reported in the cited articles were from journals that had

more explicit and unambiguous statements about expectations for sharing and cooperation

with attempts to replicate than what presently exists in sociology.

3. The full policy is, at this writing, more than 700 words and is available online at

http://www.aeaweb.org/aer/data_availability_policy.html. An identical policy has been

adopted by the Journal of Economic Perspectives, the other American Economic Association

journal that publishes original empirical work. The Journal of Political Economy also has a

virtually identical policy, and a similar policy is in place for Econometrica.

4. Some sociologists affiliated with population centers have suggested (with pride) that

Demography has more rigorous replication standards than sociology. Demography does have

an explicit policy on its Web site, which is that authors will, in the absence of an exemption

for proprietary or otherwise unshareable data, ‘‘make the data available to others at reason-

able cost from a date six months after the publication date for a paper and a period of three

years thereafter.’’ Why an enterprise dedicated to producing generalized knowledge would

wish to specify a 3.5-year ‘‘statute of limitations’’ for replication efforts is unclear—demo-

graphers certainly regard their findings as worth citing more than 3.5 years after publica-

tion—but presumably reflects the idea of costs associated with extended individual archiving

that would not be an issue if timely and independent archiving was done. In any case, the pol-

icy involves only data availability and not providing materials about or assistance with proce-

dures; thus, a more accurate assessment of demography’s explicit standard is that it is both

higher and lower than sociology’s explicit standard, while both are unquestionably below

the current standard of top economics journals. At least one economics journal (the Journal

of Human Resources) actually has a stated policy very similar to Demography, but it adds a

statement that ‘‘Failure to honor data requests may jeopardize future publication in the JHR’’

(Journal of Human Resources 1989), whereas Demography does not state any explicit conse-

quences for failure to honor its policy.

5. Leahey (2006; Leahey, Entwisle, and Einaudi 2003) calls attention to the ambiguous

understanding of proper practices of data editing in social science. The ‘‘pristine data set’’
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referred to here is the most ‘‘raw’’ numerical data available to the researchers, and the chain

of evidence would ideally include all data editing decisions made by the researchers. Second-

ary data analysts typically use released data sets for which considerable data editing may

have been done, and custodians of such data sets ideally have made available maximum

information about the data editing that has been done (to give one example, the Wisconsin

Longitudinal Study has been exemplary in this regard).

6. For those authors who will be making original data available, the policy may seem to

imply more work is required for documenting this data. One would hope that the researcher

intended to follow existing guidelines and eventually make data available anyway (to the

extent possible); thus, data would need to be documented for third-party consumption sooner

or later. Regardless, if the purpose of providing data is just to permit verification, then prob-

ably less work is required than would be required if the research is intended to make data sui-

table for others using data for more elaborate research projects. That kind of documentation

work is important for the vitality of the discipline but is a separate matter from the focus of

this article.

7. In documenting code, researchers of course can presume familiarity with the software

being used to conduct the analyses. That is, the arguments here are not meant to discourage

researchers from using whatever software packages they currently use, nor are they meant to

put researchers in the position of having to teach those packages to others.

8. This perhaps reflects the experience of political science; see King (1995a) and the

main objections in the 19 responses that follow. For evidence that disciplines can make pro-

gress nonetheless, see political science policies collected by Gleditsch and Metelits (2003) as

well as Gleditsch, James, et al. (2003).

9. Regarding data sharing, the American Sociological Association (ASA) Code of Ethics

does state that, when possible, ‘‘Sociologists make their data available after completion of

the project or its major publications’’ (ASA 1999). While the moment of publication is well

defined, the moment at which a project or all major publications have been completed is not;

thus, there is never a distinct point at which a researcher is clearly obliged to share original

data. Note that concerns about the verifiability of claims based on proprietary data increases

with recognition that robustness of results against the possibility of specification searchers

are best allayed by researchers providing data extracts not limited to only those variables that

ultimately appear in an analysis.

10. Perhaps archives for depositing data (or, by extension, code without data) could

include a means by which researchers so inclined could opt to deposit data so that its retrieval

requires a user to enter identifying information and to select ‘‘I accept’’ to an agreement that

contains appropriate ethical and legal language prohibiting use beyond verification purposes

and prohibiting redistribution. An automatically generated e-mail could inform the author

whenever data has been obtained according to this license. This would allow authors to take

advantage of the existence of online archives as a permanent repository without having to feel

that doing so forces them to forgo proprietary interests over data.

11. While personally I have mixed feelings about ‘‘data only’’ authorship, it would pro-

vide an alternative solution to the dilemma noted by King (1995b:499) in which those who

share their data under stipulation of coauthorship could then use their status as coauthors to

scuttle any replication reports that contradict the original findings. King argues that this possi-

bility makes data-based demands for coauthorship infeasible, but an alternative would be that

coauthors who provide data are a different kind of coauthor, free to remove their names if

they disagree but not free to block publication of an article.
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12. The strength of econometrics within economics and the rise of what could be called

‘‘public economics’’ (Harford 2005; Levitt and Dubner 2005) based on quantitative empirical

studies is presumably well known to quantitative social scientists. Less well known may be

that the political methodology section in political science has now grown to be the second-

largest section in the American Political Science Association (APSA Section eNewsletter,

May 2006).

13. In addition, one can imagine scenarios in which code for analyzing confidential data

can include specific instructions regarding individual observations (e.g., in data cleaning) in

ways that even if they do not pose a genuine threat to confidentiality, involve disclosure of

information the researcher may not have rights to disclose publicly (e.g., case identification

numbers). One can imagine the need for exceptions to any policy for such instances. Again,

the larger value of a move toward increasing transparency of analytic work can accommodate

exceptional cases without having such cases derail all efforts to raise standards for replicating

results.

14. I do not intend qualitative studies that include some univariate or bivariate counts of

events to be considered ‘‘mixed-method’’ for the purposes here.

15. Burawoy (2003) talks about ethnographic ‘‘revisits’’—to the site of a previous investi-

gation by the same or (more important for the purposes here) another investigator—but he

draws a sharp distinction between that and replication: ‘‘Where replication is concerned with

minimizing intervention to control research conditions and with maximizing the diversity of

cases to secure the constancy of findings, the purpose of the revisit is the exact opposite: to

focus on the inescapable dilemmas of participating in the world we study . . .’’ (p. 647). In

this quotation and elsewhere—‘‘Replication means searching for similarity across differ-

ence’’ (p. 647)—Burawoy uses the term ‘‘replication’’ in a peculiar and possibly idiosyncratic

sense that appears more directed against certain kinds of inductivism.

16. With regard to data sharing, to the extent that these other disciplines influence think-

ing of the social science panels of funding agencies, sociology might find itself also com-

pelled toward more transparent practices as part of obtaining grants. National Institutes of

Heath (NIH) guidelines presently require grants with $500,000/year of direct costs to include

either ‘‘a plan for data sharing or explanation for why data sharing is not possible,’’ with

sharing to occur ‘‘no later than the acceptance for publication of the main findings from the

final data set’’ (National Institutes of Health 2003). In any case, while sociologists enthusias-

tic about replication may hope for greater pressure from granting agencies coercing the disci-

pline toward greater transparency, sociologists are presumably like many other professions in

that they would prefer to demonstrate a capacity for effective self-regulation rather than to

have outside agencies act to resolve internal deficiencies in quality of practice.
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